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SUSTAINABILITY

COGNITIVE4GOOD CONCEPT
COGNITIVE FOREST THEME

Collaboration for the greater good while
advancing “what’s in it for me?”

Humanity is facing great challenges in the coming decades as global issues are becoming
increasingly complex and interconnected. As information (data) across all these domains
continues to grow, finding the best solutions will require collaboration across a large
ecosystem. Progress will be measured by the degree of collaboration among industry,
policy makers, non-profits/NGOs, academia, research, developers and citizens.

Key high level questions for each project theme:
Question

Cognitive Forest theme

1) Key challenge to be addressed?

1) Deforestation and degraded forest resilience

2) Target collaboration partners?

2) IBM and universities already engaged in forest ecosystem
research leveraging IoT sensing technologies

3) Benefits for partners?

3) IBM = additional exposure and commercial use cases for
cognitive offerings. Universities = additional exposure and
opportunity to advance research with advanced technology

4) Funding?

4) Self-funded or pursue grants?

5) Target use cases?

5) Carbon offset SaaS (finance, policy makers), Environmental
monitoring/remediation (oil/gas, utilities, policy makers), etc.

COGNITIVE FOR SOCIAL GOOD: ENVIRONMENT
 Thought leadership series of articles

aimed at demonstrating how cognitive
technologies are contributing to social
good in key areas:


Tangible ways cognitive technology is
beneficial to individuals



Extend IBM brand reputation for social
good



Build eminence for IBM influencers
working in these spaces

 Research based on qualitative interviews
 Led all aspects of the project for the

environment – 12 interviews, content
analysis and content development.
 bit.ly/ibm-ai-for-sustainability

GREENMIX@IBM COMMUNITY
 Joined forces with other major “green”

community leads to launch new
merged community
 Largest “green” community in IBM
 Designed, wrote and coded all pages

and newsletter
 Outreach to topic curators
 Training for topic owners
 Led community launch call
 Managing calendars for monthly calls
 Managing email/newsletter outreach

WATSON GREEN ADVISOR
COGNITIVE BUILD

Companies and governments are facing
increasing difficulty making optimal
decisions related to climate change.

Executive Summary
In 2016, all IBM employees were invited to participate in an intrapreneurship
“cognitive build” prototyping activity for IBM Watson. I pulled together and led a
multi-displinary team from across IBM (12 divisions, 10 countries) to build a
prototype and business plan for developing a Watson Green offering. The solution
would enable governments and corporations to use cognitive capabilities to
develop evidence-based policies for reducing emissions.
Key Stats
• Ranked #11 out of 8,361 projects by IBMers voting on all the ideas
• One of top 50 semifinalists to be presented to IBM senior execs
• Team included key influencers from IBM Research, Master Inventors, CTO Big
Green Innovations, and some affiliations with Climate Reality, UN, etc.
• Built prototype in 3 weeks using Alchemy Keyword extraction based on usecase of engineering firm that needs advanced knowledge of sustainable
materials for constructing building in specific location
• Gained agreement from Skeptical Science for ingestion of their research data

CONTENT MARKETING

IBM WATSON BUSINESS COACH

Web app https://www.ibm.com/cognitive/businesscoach
iPad app http://bit.ly/businesscoach-app

First-of-a-kind Watson-powered interactive tool to help
clients learn about cognitive computing based on their
current needs and goals.

In just 10 minutes…

Secret sauce?
Cognitive client references



Creates a personalized cognitive roadmap for clients
(C-Level, IT, LOB, & Developer)



Uses Watson APIs to recommend case studies similar to
them to inspire



Generates leads and collects key info including business
goals, IT environment and capabilities, resource constraints
and possible roadblocks

IBM WATSON BUSINESS COACH

 Requested by IBM Sr. VP Marketing
 Built in less than 10 weeks for World of Watson event
 Four Watson APIs, 125+ web pages, iPad app and

interactive assessment
 Team of 30+ and two vendors
 Additional high-value content was gathered from sellers

on how the clients implemented cognitive.
 Going forward, the tool will be the core digital platform

strategy for the Watson Solutions team

“What I saw with WBC was that it could really
help me create business cases for our
customers and help us create new stories.”
--Mary Ann, Business Partner

Elevate IBM’s voice–the IBM Watson Business Coach helped to increase mindshare for
IBM at the early stage of adoption for cognitive computing in the market
The Desired Shift

The Question
From

How can we help
clients understand the
business value of
cognitive computing?

What’s the business value?

To
Can help you solve your biggest challenges
and gain competitive advantage

Cognitive computing is niche and
expensive

Business outcomes in real client stories

Cognitive computing is simple and out of
the box

Be prepared – action plan with steps on
how to become a cognitive business

The Results
Demos at key sessions for sellers & business partners
90+ high value 1:1 demos
200k+ internal newsletter communications
Featured on key internal portals for market research,
IBM Watson, cognitive sales, client references
Blogs & social shares on IBM, Cognitive Business, Client Vioces, etc.
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Key Features
Hook: talk to Watson to learn how
leaders are using cognitive to get
ahead
How-to: personalized roadmap
Campaigns: for clients in earlymid journey stages
Qualified lead-gen: linked to IBM
lead capture process
Easy sales tool: right from iPad

SOCIAL BUSINESS STUDY

“This is one of the first studies we can take
and actually use on this topic.”
--Jason Breed, Global Leader, GBS Social Business

The number of companies focused on social capabilities
had more than doubled but only 20% believed their
organization was truly social. This thought leadership study
aimed to show the potential of social technologies.
To help reframe the market and demystify a complex topic,
we performed a cluster analysis to understand how
enterprises are deploying social.
Study http://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgibin/ssialias?subtype=XB&infotype=PM&appname=CHQE_EP_EP_USEN&htmlfid=EPE14006USEN
&attachment=EPE14006USEN.PDF

Gallery https://ibmcai.com/social-business-capabilities-study/

SOCIAL BUSINESS STUDY
The IBM Social Business team
featured the study on ibm.com and
all their social channels.
It was also featured in a keynote
during IBM Insight, a major IBM
event.

Reframe an existing market–the Social study defined how organizations use social
technology to achieve their business goals
The Desired Shift

The Question
From

What is a Social
Business? How do
organizations adopt
social capabilities to
achieve their goals?

To

Social Business = social media

Social business = collaboration among
customers, employees, partners

Social Business is overwhelming

You don’t implement all of social at once; it’s a
journey

Where does a company start?

5 Social Ambitions

Social Business solutions are disjointed,
have unclear ROI

Orgs should have an overarching strategy,
track ROI

The Results
13.6 million Twitter impressions

46,000+ blog views
9300+ Slideshare views
Featured on Social Media Today, Social Business Engine,Social
Insights blog, IBM home page, IBM Social Business channels
14

Respondents

Survey of 372 IT and LOB
social business decision
makers from 5 countries and 18
industries

CONTENT STRATEGY & PLANNING
 Content strategy
 Project trackers
 Content development plans
 Editorial calendars
 Content audits/ inventory analyses
 Navigation mapping / mockups
 Competitive analyses
 Content/data field mappings
 Content process flows
 Content review processes

DEPLOYMENT & LAUNCH

 Stakeholder presentations
 Timelines
 Launch/tactic planning
 Channel planning
 Social content/plan
 Drumbeat plan

GLOBALIZATION


Led globalization for IBM’s internal
values launch for 12 languages



Led the localization of 125+ asset
translations, including budget and
process management with geo teams



Created and presented training to geo
teams for global expansion of content



Created galleries of visual assets for
geo teams in Japanese (1, 2) and
Portuguese



Created process for multilingual blog
posts and helped geo teams to publish
blogs in French, Japanese, and
Portuguese



Facilitated the Japan and China team
to establish their own localized version
of study landing pages

BRAND & COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

BRAND & COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT


Designed and launched two branded blogs on Wordpress.
Also established and managed blog submission process.



Managed brand channels on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube



Shared best practices and led classes on blogging and
social media



Drove high growth and engagement on CAI branded
channels and communities. In one year:


Tripled internal community to 40k IBMers



Tripled external blog views and visits



Doubled number of contributing bloggers. Also kicked off blog
hero program to recognize top bloggers



6 posts organically syndicated for IBM’s Forbes sponsorship
(with >30K views)



Twitter followers grew by 87% and total engagement grew 5x



CAI content on the IBM Slideshare channel had 17.6k+ views

Feedback from past managers:
“She has managed CAI social channels well - tripling our
Twitter followers, users retweeting us and the authority of our
account and our followers. She has tripled our blog output and
from May-Oct increased blog shares by 5x. Her project
management is top notch, she takes initiative and is creative bringing new thinking and ideas to our work. She has increased
our # of bloggers - including folks from MD&I.”
“Julie had a great year - despite a surprise reorganization and
shifting roles, responsibilities and assignments - she delivered
excellence to the business. Julie started the year leading the
content strategy team and social media for CAI - more than
doubling blog traffic, among other accomplishments.”

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT / LEADERSHIP


Certified PMP since 2004



Communications team lead scope





4 global and 5 geo Comms leads



6 major project launches, 25+ small projects, 20+ geo
projects



200+ assets, 125+ asset translations, 200+ blog posts
(including multilingual posts this year)



6 CAI owned channels

Support manager scope


Managed 30+ support team (9 direct reports)



3 applications and 5 call centers



21 accounts with 5M+ users



$12M budget



Industry experience in manufacturing, consumer
electronics, finance, retail, telecommunications



Typically revenue growth or cost savings between
$100-300k when responsible for P&L

Feedback from past managers:
“As the Production Manager for this business area Julie was
instrumental in ensuring high customer sat while helping the
organization double the revenue and the low cost solution she
established was a key ingredient in us winning this new
business.”
“Some of her many accomplishments this year while managing
this environment include:
1. Reduced support cost per eHR user by 18% and cost per eHR login by 4.8%
2. Improved availability by almost a full percentage point
3. Reduced average cost per ticket by 4%
4. Reduced number of tickets per thousand users by 36%
5. Improved ticket resolution time year to year by 70%. “

APPENDIX
ASSET SAMPLES

 *(AI for social good) Protecting the environment: How
cognitive technology is helping to sustain the natural world

 (Quantum computing) A quantum of possibilities: The
business advantage of taking the quantum leap

 (Mobile development) Star qualities: What it takes for
mobile development projects to succeed

 (Social business) Charting the social universe: Social
ambitions drive business impact

 (Technology trends) Raising the game: The IBM Business
Tech Trends

WHITE PAPERS / LONG FORM ARTICLES

Led content development and deployment
*Conducted interviews and wrote

 (Watson Business Coach) iPad app
 (Mobile development) Interactive quiz
 *(Disaster recovery) Interactive assessment
 (Technology trends) Interactive industry dashboard –
adoption, investment and skills (archived)

INTERACTIVE & MOBILE

Led content development and deployment
*Led technical development & integration

 (Social business) Video featuring main storyline

 (Watson Business Coach) Animated, interactive
video on the steps for deploying Watson in your
organization

VIDEO / ANIMATIONS

Led content development and deployment

 (Insight Economy 1 & 2) Infographics for a study we
partnered with IBM Big Data & Harvard Biz Review on

 (Quantum computing) Infographics, social tiles,
presentations, videos

 (Mobile development) Infographics, social tiles,
presentation

 (Social business) Infographics, social tiles, presentations,
video

 (Technology trends) Infographics, social tiles,
presentations

INFOGRAPHICS / SOCIAL TILES / PRESENTATIONS

Led content development and deployment

 Intranet articles
 Internal community links

and posts
 Internal

newsletters/emails
 Intranet web pages
 “Share This” activations
 Graphics

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS

Designed, wrote and deployed

PRESS RELEASES / PRODUCT BRIEFS

Wrote

Desktop view
Mobile view

Social business

WEB PAGES / WEBSITES

AI for social good

Wordpress blogs

Led design aligned to standard template (IBM)
+selected design and built (Wordpress)

 (LinkedIn) Why cognitive sustainability makes good
business sense (also on IBM Watson IoT and Cognitive
Business blogs)

 (LinkedIn) I have a dream….to save the earth (blog
+ video promoting the Watson Green Advisor cognitive
build project)

 (American Forests) “May the Forest Be with You”
(And Why it Matters)

 (IBMCAI Blogger Beat) Series featuring
interviews with top bloggers

 (IBMCAI blog author) Multiple posts

BLOG POSTS

Wrote

